. All the significantly (>2.0-fold; P < 0.05) regulated mRNAs in MCF-7 cells compared to MCF-7 spheroid cells.
13:39655626-39791665 Protein_coding_from_Ensembl MCF-7 cells MCF-7 spheroid cells 5.37169 17.5305 1.70642 2.60766 0.01085 0.983395 ENSG00000114942 EEF1B2 2:206114816-206162928 Protein_coding_from_Ensembl MCF-7 cells MCF-7 spheroid cells 0 2.33533 1.73782951 NA 0.0455 0.983395 ENSG00000226549 SCDP1 17:20784644-20785725 OtherRNA_from_Ensembl MCF-7 cells MCF-7 spheroid cells 8.14298 56.1956 2.78683 3.88783 0.0014 0.983395 ENSG00000177873
